2010-12 Toyota Tundra
Mesh Grille Bolt Over
Part# 3908

1. Start by opening the hood on your vehicle. This will make reaching behind the stock grille shell possible. Now place the steel emblem
template drilling ring. Place the template and centered around the stock logo. After centering template tape in place so template does not move
during marking or drilling. Mark hole location using a sharpie or scribe. Drill just marked location using a 3/16" drill bit.

1. Lay mesh Ring face down on a protective surface and then place the mesh on top of the ring align and center. There
are notches in the mesh that allow the studs to pass through. Our grille shell has been removed but not necessary for
install. Place stock grille shell on top of the mesh ring and mesh align and center so the mesh studs pass through.
Locate all the “L” shaped brackets and place on the mounting studs so that they catch the plastic of the stock grille
shell. Then place supplied washer on top of brackets then fasten in place using the supplied loc nuts. Note: A drop of
red/blue loctite on the stud threads with significantly reduce the chance of nuts backing out due to road vibrations.

Fig B
Completed Installation
For installation of billet grilles that require cutting of the stock shell, proper tools, knowledge and skill are needed. Carriage Works is not responsible for care & accuracy of the
installation, only for Fit & Finish of its products. Use a qualified installer or contact original vendor for references to complete all instructions.
NOTE: Please adjust horizontal blades if irregular. This is the result of shipping and handling outside of Carriage Works control.
Also Carriage Works Recommends applying a high quality automotive wax to maintain the original appearance.

